




The two together are responsible for all ADO collections.

We drew inspiration for the new autumn/winter 2022 collection from modern English styling trends. The ADO collection features 
uncommonly bold designs and colour combinations along with a wide range of single-colour variations. 

It’s very contemporary and very British, done with a playful touch in keeping with our motto: I love my ADO

As professional textile designers, Lutz Neubert (Head of Design) and Svenja Bernhold (designer) combine creativity with a passion for 
colours, textiles and structures in the service of a brand that is both modern and traditional at once: ADO Goldkante. 

Web: www.ado-goldkante.de/en  /  www.zimmer-rohde.com     Email: info@ado-international.co.uk  /  info.uk@zimmer-rohde.com 3



People are those who make Alternative alternative; Products champion craftmanship and Planet, gives back with smart sustainability 
and a partnership with Ecologi. For Alternative it’s never just a carpet but design-led flooring that gets as much adulation as any other 

interiors feature. 

Exceptional carpets, rugs and runners made from the finest wool, natural and faux fibres where texture, colour, and pattern surprise, 
excite and delight. It collaborates with some of the best designers to create original patterned Quirky carpets, including Ashley Hicks, 

Margo Selby and Ben Pentreath.

Web: www.alternativeflooring.com     Email: interiors@alternativeflooring.co.uk

This great British brand is built on the pillars of People, Product and Planet.
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Tangram takes its name and inspiration from the puzzle of the same name, with each design resembling an ingenious puzzle. It is based on woven 
grasses, inlaid by hand in various patterns. Interpretations of each pattern were then made using water-based inks. They contain an exceptional amount 

of pigment, giving the wallpaper depth, relief and strikingly bright colours. The collection is completed by the digital print Myriad, an abstract design 
with a watercolour effect. 

The Textura collection is an ode to the most beautiful textures in nature. From grasses to leaves and leather: in the form of wallpaper, they shine brighter 
than ever. They are complemented by finely woven linen and brilliant silk.

Web: www.arte-international.com     Email: info.uk@arte-international.com

Arte presents two inspiring collections : Tangram, which is part of the Essentials range, and Textura.
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We pride ourselves on the quality of our product, all our frames are made from solid timber and each piece is made by one upholster from start to finish. 
We offer an exciting broad range of standard models, all of which can be made to bespoke sizes and regularly work closely with interior designers and 
specifiers to recreate their vision. Iain James furniture offers a comprehensive range of quintessential English manufactured classical furniture in a wide 

range of exciting timbers, including Burr Walnut, Oak, Rosewood and Mahogany to name a few, along with various painted finishes. 

Our timeless designs display understated, yet sophisticated styling and a great companion for both contemporary and classical upholstery. Most of our 
comprehensive range are available in bespoke sizes and we offer an amenable, approachable service to interior designers and retailers alike.

Web: www.artisticupholstery.co.uk / www.iainjamesfurniture.co.uk     Email: jcm@artisticupholstery.co.uk / sales@iainjamesfurniture.co.uk

Artistic Upholstery is currently celebrating its 70th of manufacturing quality upholstery. Founded in 1952 by Jim Mitchell it remains privately owned and 
managed by the founding family, now in its third generation.
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Innovative techniques have been embraced to create the five new ranges of unique fabrics with irresistible textures, hand-painted 
designs and unrivalled versatility, in a variety of rich shades that will suit any interior.

Taking inspiration from natures wonders such as scrolling leaves, marble, rock and earth-like formations, intertwined branches, wild 
flowers and Japanese red crown cranes gives these collections the unique rich heritage of Ashley Wilde. 

Available: 13th September 2022

Web: www.ashleywildegroup.com     Email: salesteam@ashleywildegroup.com

Ashley Wilde launches an exciting selection of beautiful fabric collections with captivating qualities that are sure to inspire, 
for Autumn/Winter 2022.
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Britain’s most prestigious carpet designer, manufacturer and Royal Warrant holder Axminster Carpets can be found in royal palaces, the finest hotels, and private 
homes. Featuring British wool, an Axminster Carpet is a sustainable choice as well as a future heirloom. With the highest definition traditional looms in the world, 

the highly skilled team offer the finest carpet from its base in Axminster; the same town where the Axminster weave was invented by Thomas Whitty in 1755.

Whether it’s a small staircase or a grand open space, contact our dedicated bespoke team on custom@axminster-carpets.co.uk or call us at 01297 32244 to discuss 
the endless possibilities of bringing your dream one-of-a-kind carpet, rug or runner to life. We look forward to showcasing our bespoke and woven to order 

carpets, rugs and runners at Design Central. An Axminster from Axminster is the true authentic in Beautiful British weaving. 
Visit Instagram @Axminster Carpets.

Web: www.axminster-carpets.co.uk    Email: custom@axminster-carpets.co.uk

Drawing on a history dating from 1755, we have designed and woven some of the world’s finest carpets that grace some of the most prestigious buildings around 
the world - including Buckingham Palace, Windsor Castle and the Royal Albert Hall. 
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Providing elegant, stylish, and timeless textiles embracing a diverse range of base cloths including Printed cottons, sumptuous velvets, 
embroideries, linen blends & jacquards. Beaumont textiles create aspirational interior collections for all. 

Every design should be unique and be inspirational with influences and techniques from around the globe. 

Nordic featured on the front cover must be seen!

Web: www.beaumonttextiles.co.uk     Email: sales@beaumonttextiles.co.uk

Come and view our latest collections which offer diverse design offering upholstery and decorative fabrics.
We strive for unique, trend lead collections that offer diversity of choice for everyone. 
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Working collaboratively with OSPREY HOME to create a collection that reflects their brand ethos whilst celebrating both company’s 
combined British legacies, the Blendworth studio have created an eclectic collection of hand-drawn designs, all inspired by the native 

natural world and the curiosities within it. 

Designs feature intricate prints of British wildlife and taxidermy, nods to antique maps and libraries, alongside patterns inspired by global 
travel and artisan craft. Each design is available as both fabric and wallcovering, offering an array of versatile, sophisticated printed cloth 

and embroideries alongside state-of-the-art digitally printed wallpapers and murals.

Web: www.blendworth.co.uk     Email: sales@blendworth.co.uk

OSPREY HOME x Blendworth ‘In The Beginning…’ Collection.
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Featuring intriguing hand-drawn designs by a team of skilled artists, the papers breathe new life into bland walls, and showcase the 
many years’ worth of experience founders Richard Brand and Kerry McKenzie have in interior décor. Brand McKenzie presents its new 
collection Heart Deco which steps back in time to the opulent art deco era when extravagance was very much the order of the day. 

Drawing inspiration from buildings, people, plants and animals that evoke the glamour of the 1920s and 1930s, the collection comes in a 
contemporary colour palette that gives the collection a 21st Century spin. Brand McKenzie wallpapers are designed and digitally printed 

in the UK and are available at reputable stockists. They can also be customised on request.

Web: www.brandmckenzie.com     Email: info@brandmckenzie.com

brand
mckenzie

Brand McKenzie specialises in stunning wallpapers that stimulate the eye, captivate the mind, and spark conversation.
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We have an archive of paintings and drawings bought from artists, former design studios, and past wallpaper and textile mills, some dating back to the 1800s. We 
pride ourselves on high quality and originality, and remain considerate to design authenticity throughout the development process. We currently have a range 
of twelve wallpapers, each in three colourways, and offer widths of 52cm, 70cm, and our botanical mural which is 104cm wide. In Spring 2022, we launched our 

first range of digitally printed velvet cushions, using details from one of our tropical wallpaper patterns. We love to use our historical pattern references, featuring 
birds, beautiful blooms and ornate details, and we also have an appreciation for novelty and quirky patterns, evident in our wallpapers featuring ducks, dogs, 

and even tennis players! We are committed to maintaining a low carbon footprint, therefore printing digitally ensures that we only produce to order and nothing 
goes to waste. We print on high quality, non-woven, ecologically sourced papers from Europe, and use water-based inks. We only use recyclable packaging, and 

have a zero-plastic policy. Additionally, we offer services to work together with interior designers, architects and specifiers to create bespoke wallpapers, ideal for 
businesses requiring more exclusive patterns for interior projects. 

Web: www.creativejourneydesign.com     Email: jemma@creativejourneydesign.com

Creative Journey is a surface pattern design company based in Marple, and provides artwork and design services to retailers and manufacturers worldwide. With our 
origins rooted in my father-in-law’s business from the 1950s, we have supplied producers of contract and home interior textiles and wallpapers for many years. We 

have often discussed the idea of creating our own range of interior products, so when the pandemic affected our ability to travel and export, we decided to develop 
our ideas further. In Spring 2021, we launched our first collection of wallpapers referencing our extensive back catalogue of eclectic designs.
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We make it easy to make professional quality lampshades, supplying everything you need with our Lampshade Manufacturing Packs. Our Manufacturing 
Packs contain all the essential components at a low cost.  Packed compactly in one box, making it easy to store in any tight space.

We also offer a wide range of support to help make lampshades with a dedicated Customer Service Team, video tutorials, and an active Makers Forum 
with 4,000 members. We also offer a special Business Starter Pack, with a 20% discount, that contains everything you need to provide a lampshade-
making service for your customers, including small, medium and large lampshades. So, visit us to learn more, a warm and friendly welcome awaits.

Web: www.dannells.com     Email: info@dannells.com

Increase your Revenue by adding more services for your clients! Visit our stand and let us demonstrate how easy it is to manufacture lampshades 
for your clients in a covering of choice to match their interior or room theme. 
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‘Original Brantwood’, an exceptional range of fabrics and wallcoverings taken from many unique archive documents celebrating the Arts 
and Crafts movement, ‘House Small Prints’ a delightful collection of versatile small scale wallpaper and fabric designs and ‘Ashmore’, 

an elegant range of timeless designs inspired by the English countryside.

Also on display will be ‘Icons’ by Mulberry Home, a series of cherished patterns creatively reimagined as fabrics and wallpapers, launched 
in celebration of the brand’s 30th anniversary year.

Web: www.gpjbaker.com     Email: sales@gpjbaker.com

GP & J Baker are delighted to present exciting new wallcovering and fabric collections at Design Central North West this autumn. 
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Contact for all brands: Mark Wilkins     Email: wilkinsagencies@aol.com

Guell Lamadrid & Les Creations de la Maison from Barcelona are delighted to present their latest eclectic range of plain, printed and woven fabrics.
Web: www.guell-lamadrid.com and www.lescreations.com

Barbara Osorio Fabrics will be showing Barbara’s excellent eye for colour within her collection of weaves, prints and textured plains.
Web: www.bofabrics.pt

Distinction Furniture - manufacturers of high quality designer furniture look forward to discussing your projects and requirements.
Web: www.distinctionfurniture.co.uk
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Our purpose is to help more people to feel inspired by their environment, from hospitality to office spaces and homes to hotels. 

At this year’s Design Central North West, ILIV will be showcasing over 70 fabric collections, including three brand new collections for 
Autumn / Winter 2022; Malabar, Siyuri and Chanterelle.

Web: www.iliv.co.uk    Email: sales@smd-textiles.co.uk

ILIV design modern interior and upholstery fabrics for every style, across both residential and contract spaces. 
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Introducing the stunning new fabric collections from KAI, featuring exquisite and striking design details making this selection of fabrics 
truly unique. The exotic imagery and unique techniques fuse to form these inspiring patterns and textures into your home. These 

collections, with options suitable for upholstery and drapery, are sure to inspire and add a luxe style to any interior. 

Available: 13th September 2022

Web: www.ashleywildegroup.com    Email: info@kaifabrics.com

KAI launches a new luxurious Autumn/Winter 2022 fabric collection creating an exceptional range of designs that feel contemporary 
and timeless for your living space.
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Using historical references from all the key periods of interior design, from the 17th century to the late 20th century, we take as much 
pride in the authenticity of our colours and designs as we do in the raw materials we use in production.

We are the only British manufacturer still producing a complete range of traditional and modern paints, including interior
and exterior finishes, oil-based paints, floor paint and a range of hard-wearing, water-based ‘Intelligent Paints’, especially designed for 

todays’ busy homes.

Web: www.littlegreene.com    Email: mail@littlegreene.com

Little Greene is home to 300 years of the very best in paints and wallpapers.
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The first full line collection from Nina HOME, PERLA, is now available and includes textures and feature designs in both bold colours and 
subtle tones. In addition to our own lines we are proud to distribute collections from Decoprint N.V., a leading Belgian mill and will be 

presenting 6 collections for launch at Design Central. 

All our collections are backed by weekly room lot deliveries and a full sample service. For more information contact Alan Hancock.

Web: www.ninahomewallpapers.co.uk    Email: alan@ninahomewallpapers.co.uk

Nina HOME Wallpapers Limited is a family owned and operated business dedicated to producing and distributing 
high quality wallcoverings.
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Prestigious Textiles will be presenting its latest range of Autumn/Winter collections, a striking mix of characterful designs and diverse colourways ready 
to breathe new life into your living spaces. From boucle plains to vibrant printed cottons, the company’s constantly evolving portfolio features fabrics for 

curtains and blinds, upholstery, and accessories suited to any décor scheme.

PT Blinds are excited to unveil an all-new collection of roller blinds, Portfolio, featuring all the best sellers from our existing fabric ranges. This is in 
addition to our Faux Wood and Basswood Collections, Day and Night Blinds, and Roman Blinds. Explore the collections for future inspiration or start 

preparing your interior transformation journey now, ready for the year ahead. 

Web: www.prestigious.co.uk / www.ptblinds.co.uk     Email: mail@prestigious.co.uk / mail@ptblinds.co.uk

Making a much-anticipated return to Design Central 2022.
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Unique
We want to stand out from the crowd and to have a unique point of difference in the market. Our carpets are textured, using plain and natural colours to easily fit 

in with today’s residential environment. The styling of Riviera Home’s carpets works beautifully with many on-trend colour and interior schemes. We want to be 
different from the mainstream and this is one of the reasons why we work so successfully with the Interior Design community, offering their clients something 

completely unique and at the forefront of the latest in vogue designs. 

Protecting our Planet 
A world leader in producing truly eco-friendly flooring products, we are proud of being environmentally conscious and strive to be a pioneer in utilising low 

impact, planet friendly processes. Our carpets are not only elegant but environmentally friendly with the creation of eco-friendly sustainable wool blends.

Web: www.rivierahomeuk.com    Email: sales@rivierahomeuk.co.uk

Quality is at the heart of everything we do. 
Welcome to the world of Riviera Home UK, manufacturers of luxury, hand crafted carpets. 

Products with a distinctive point of difference and quality is at the heart of what we do. We are the UK subsidiary of Riviera Home Furnishings, a world leader in the 
manufacture of luxury, quality textiles. Riviera Home UK Specialises in broadloom carpets and rugs for the UK market. Our floor coverings are unique and luxurious, 

whilst also being naturally sustainable and ethical. Manufacturing luxury carpets is our passion.
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With continual investment in machinery, software and quality control methods we offer a wide variety of hand-crafted blinds. From motorised systems 
to no drill bifold door solutions, our technical support team are available to assist with more complex installations. We work closely with UK based fabric 

suppliers to bring you designs and textures to suit modern living. 

The new collections have been years in the making, are on trend and are designed to be user friendly in terms of layout. With a commitment to a more 
sustainable future, some of the fabrics are even made from recycled yarn that comes from bottle waste. In addition, our Timberlux venetian range has 

been revamped. This product is sourced from sustainably managed forests to ensure minimal impact on the ecosystem in which they grow.  Rich in 
earthly tones creating a sense of warmth, depth and character, each Timberlux blind is truly individual and effortlessly complements any home décor.  

Web: www.rol-lite.co.uk    Email: customerservice@rol-lite.co.uk

There are blinds and there are Rol-lite blinds.
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Renowned for its diverse range of fabrics, wallcoverings, trimmings and accessories, The Romo Group is recognised worldwide as an 
international market leader in high end interior textiles. With a focus on quality materials and innovative design, each of the six brands 

within The Romo Group has their own unique character and style. 

Romo Group products are sold through a worldwide network of designers, retailers, agents and distributors giving our exclusive 
collections international recognition in over 70 countries. Tel: +44 (0)1623 727017

Web: www.theromogroup.com    Email: sales@romo.com

Founded in 1902, The Romo Group is a Nottinghamshire based, 
family run business in its fifth generation.
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Our collections are all exclusively designed by our in-house design team whose focus is on creating unique papers with exquisite designs in elegant 
colour ways combined with specialist techniques and effects such as glass beaded products and unique hand woven grass cloths. As of January 2022 
SketchTwenty3 are the exclusive UK supplier of Muance wall murals. Muance are a Dutch contemporary design brand with a unique focus on digital 
wallpaper products. Printed on exceptional materials Muance offer a wide range of contemporary and modern made to measure wallpaper murals 

providing unique designs and textures guaranteed to dramatically transform your home into an atmospheric and immersive living space. 

Visit us on the stand to view our SketchTwenty3 and Muance collections, including our recently launched collections Bellagio and Pavone for 2022.
 For more highlights visit our website and social media channels…

Web: www.sketchtwenty3.com    Email: info@sketchtwenty3.com

SketchTwenty3 by Tim Wilman is an internationally acclaimed wallcoverings company with design, innovation and quality at its heart. 
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Swaffer is delighted to be showing “CHATOYER”, 
new for AW22 launch. 

Swaffer are the proud distributors of the Spanish brand ALHAMBRA fabrics; and we will be showing their latest fabric collections. 
New to the distribution arm, we welcome WIND EXCLUSIVE DESIGN from Belgium, and we look forward to showing their new fabric collections & their 

offer of contemporary rugs.

Web: www.alhambrafabrics.com / www.swafferfabrics.com / www.wind.be    Email: sales@swaffer.co.uk

Swaffer is an established fine furnishing fabric brand based in Cambridgeshire. Founded in 1973 by Anne & Robert Swaffer, it is now owned & managed by 
Lorena & Martin. Who remain proud of its heritage of quintessentially English Floral prints, offering an array of designs. 
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Our products can be found in 5 star hotels and spas around the country and are available to buy in Harrods. Known for its exceptional 
skin care products Temple Spa also offer a range of products to fragrance the home.

Web: www.templespa.com/vickyavis    Email: vickytemplespa@gmail.com

Temple Spa is a British company inspired by the Mediterranean.
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We use our invaluable expertise to make highly qualitative furniture for indoors and outdoors in a variety of durable and sustainable 
materials. Lasting a lifetime, Vincent Sheppard furniture is appreciated highly in the hospitality sector as well as for private use.

Your comfort is our priority.

Web: www.vincentsheppard.com    Email: info@vincentsheppard.com

Vincent Sheppard strives to preserve and honour the rich history of Loom by translating the traditional technique into 
modern yet timeless furniture designs. 
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For pattern and design, Japonaise features modern, nature inspired prints whilst Luxe brings glamour in the form of small scale velvet 
designs. Wide-width fabrics Laundered Linen and Loire provide unrivalled natural fibre drapery options – pair with cotton-mix checks 

and stripes from Scarborough Fair for curtains and upholstery alike.

Expect to see new colours in favourites Lovely and Manolo plus added texture in the form of Bouclé cloths and double-width Bruges.

Web: www.warwick.co.uk    Email: theteam@warwick.co.uk

Suppliers of fabrics for over 30 years, Warwick showcases new decorative collections alongside ever popular 
plains to meet all your interior needs.
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The organisers of the Northern Design Awards are preparing to host their 20th event at the Titanic Hotel on Stanley Dock in November. The awards, 
initially launched to recognise the talent of northern designers and their achievements have attracted judges including broadcaster Linda Barker, Red or 

Dead founder Wayne Hemingway and George Clarke of BBC’s ‘Restoration Man’ and ‘Amazing Spaces.’

Control4 (which is part of the Snap One group) is a key sponsor. Control4 smart living technology helps architects, designers and developers create 
comfortable, elegant, secure and energy efficient spaces for homeowners and their families. “The new Smart Home Project category in the Northern 

Design Awards will recognise these achievements and celebrate the very best home technology installations from across the region. 

The awards will take place on 18th November and the deadline for entries is 14th October.
For more information about entering, attending or sponsoring the Northern Design Awards, visit: https://www.northerndesignawards.com/

 The Northern Design Awards return to Liverpool’s Titanic Hotel as organisers celebrate their 20th year.
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